Brody Beale
Iona College (Lindum)
Automata
The installation is a combination of time-based
automatic drawings and a surreal sculptural
triptych that responds to the automatic
drawings.
74 x 90 x 90 cm
This series of sculptures are based on the
automatic drawings I completed when
exploring my inquiry into the psychological manipulation (conscious or sub-conscious) of reality.
Automatic drawings were a practice of the Surrealist artists as a way to abandon conscious
thought and access the unconscious mind. The challenge of the sculptures was to retain the lack
of structure in the drawings within a three-dimensional space. The process and stylistic decisions
of artists Ivan Seal and Carolyn V Watson helped to inform my aesthetic choices. These
sculptures represent my exercise in relinquishing control and rational thought. I work in a
contemporary context, my artwork challenges and manipulates established conventions through
the use of new technology and mixed media.

Martha Bizimana
Yeronga State High School
The gaze
Projected video, 1:15 mins
200 x 200 x 0.5 cm

Water is life, our existence depends on it. In the Christian spiritual sense water is used to cleanse
someone’s sins against god. Historically, women and people of colour have been the subject of
art, not the creator, and have been exploited by the male or colonial gaze. Similarly, religious
structure is traditionally male dominated. By staring at the camera, I initiate an act of flipping the
traditional relationship between the subject and the viewer in relation to art and religion. This
intimate exchange of gazes where ink moves across and engulfs the face is confronting and
questions these traditional roles.

Rubi Cheesman
Whitsunday Anglican School (Beaconsfield)
Distractions
Large-scale etching containing red embroidery tied to rocks
220 x 133 x 10 cm
Distractions illustrates the situation we often find ourselves in,
of endless diversions that we experience every day. The
glitched self-portrait and red embroidery symbolises the eternal
distractions and ever-present stimulation of fast-paced
contemporary life. The rocks below symbolise the heaviness of
these thoughts, but also a connection back to the natural
environment. There is a need for balance, which can be
achieved by spending more time away from social pressures
and in natural environments instead. We should consider our
mental wellbeing, rather than allow ourselves to be dragged
along by society’s distractions and unrealistic expectations.

Yoona Choi
King's Christian College
(Reedy Creek)
Eggs on Toast
Paintings of chicken heads on
toast (real toast)
80 x 180 x 1.5 cm
Eggs on Toast explores the inevitable nature of conformity and the unconscious influence it has
on one’s individuality. I have specifically selected chickens as an underlying theme in this artwork
to represent a conformed society, where people heavily rely on the approval of others − a world
where individuality is missing. The chickens metaphorically express how people are selfdomesticating to fit in the dominant culture. The irregularity of the texture and shape of the toasts
contrast with the repetition of the chickens, emphasisting the lack of self-expression in society
today.

Kiara Chu
Craigslea State High School
Bulok (corrupt/rotten)
Animation and video on three mixed media
canvases
28.6 x 56.7 cm

Corruption in the Filipino Government is a widespread dilemma, a long-time issue rooted in the
government’s consumption of money. This forces people to spiral into economic hardships,
causing significant damage to the nation as a whole. Bulok (corrupt/rotten) explores the Filipino
Government’s hunger for power and materialism. The artwork depicts the Filipino President’s
consumption of rotten milk in the kitchen − a metaphor for stability − in a monochromatic kitchen,
which is juxtaposed with the golden living room. Additionally, the artwork portrays the irony
between money and the Filipino people − money is valued more than people’s lives.

Anoushka Das
Brisbane State High School
Wabi sabi
Digital animation video; 24 seconds, looped
continuously; contrasting dull, washed-out colours to
vivid, intense palette; sounds compliment
setting/location
19.5 x 11 x 1 cm

In an ever-changing society, beliefs and values defining beauty are always shifting. For
generations, beauty was codified by a particular build. Symmetry was desired and youthfulness
went without saying. Naniwaya Okita, whose portrait is featured in this artwork, depicted the
height of Edo aesthetic taste in beautiful women. Modern times places the power to define
beauty in the hands of the people. Harajuku’s colourful and diverse movements show exactly
this: featuring styles strictly against societal rules. Okita takes control, representative of society
being more inclusive, welcoming a culture of big-tent beauty where “we are all beautiful”.

Lilly Dawson
Redlands College (Wellington Point)
Beneath the surface
An installation comprised of wooden
floorboards with photographic transfers, hand
moulded ceramic clay structures and hand
dyed cotton fabric panels
150 x 210 x 170 cm

Looking beneath the surface often reveals hidden truths that some are not prepared to face. This
rings true when reflecting on the impact people have on the natural environment, particularly the
ocean. Our nets, our anchor chains and our pollution are rapidly degrading the ocean, affecting
the living organisms that depend on it for survival. The closer you look, the more you care, the
more human impact on the environment you will find throughout this installation. My work aims to
encourage people to acknowledge there is still a beautiful habitat that needs looking after, and
this begins with each of us.

Natalie Doolette
Brisbane State High School
The Surgeon
Single-channel full HD video, 3:42 minutes,
colour and sound
90 x 160 cm

One of the major stages in a child’s life is their loss of innocence. They discover the harsh reality
of the world and their awareness of evil, pain and suffering grows, while also acknowledging the
social expectations that hover over themselves and other people. The Surgeon explores the
impact of the conflict between appearance and reality on children by defacing dainty toys. When
exposed to our cruel way of life, the horrors remain under their skin like permanent ink. At what
point in their childhood can children let the first drop of darkness stain their vision of the world?

Jayden Dowling
Trinity Bay State High School
Permanent
Installation with copper trees and
resin set in petri dishes, covered with
glass domes
30 x 96 x 50 cm

The Wet Tropics World Heritage Area has remained pristine over thousands of years. Even
though industry encroaches on its edges, we experienced the work of the James Cook University
Daintree Rainforest Observatory − protecting and preserving this unique area. Using industrial
materials, copper and resin, I slowly grew different tree forms, representing just some of the
immense diversity of this biotope. The trees are set in petri dishes with white stones and resin,
suggesting bleached coral, then enclosed in a protective glass dome. Manufactured materials
juxtapose with natural form to prompt the audience into considering the permanence of our
actions on the environment.

Taylah Draper
St Margaret Mary's College (Hyde
Park)
Tour of a Tourist
Four lino prints on paper
60 x 200 x 2 cm

My work was inspired by Christian Thompson and the tourist culture of Magnetic Island. It relates
to the question: ‘How do artists explore cultural values in art?’. I created a series of lino prints
that explored cultural values, but also the objects of tourism combined with an appropriation of
Thompson’s iconic Australian Graffiti series. The Tour of a Tourist series of linoneum prints
represent how culture is significant and can also have a personal connection to the audience.

Michael Dreiling
Queensland Academy for Science Mathematics and
Technology
Red Match Heads
2D relief series of two. Ink and matchsticks on watercolour
paper. Framed separately under glass
66 x 165 x 0.37 cm
I have always enjoyed taking things apart, such as old
appliances and toys, because I was curious to explore their
insides: the side that is rarely observed. This curiosity led
me to explore the dissection of shapes and forms that exist
within objects most people are accustomed to, and present
them in unfamiliar ways to illustrate a new perspective. I was
interested in the narrative of common materials and objects
found in daily life. Brisbane artist Eugene Carchesio's formal
arrangement of materials inspired the small, individual
segments, which represent the boxes the matches once
sat in.

Grace Eden
Sandgate District State High School
Crab Extinction
A multiple series of sculptures
constructed using clay and cast resin
161 x 43 x 43 cm

Connection to land and sea inspires a personal relationship with Shorncliffe, my home. I patrol
the beach for rubbish and beachcomb for treasures amongst the detritus washed up on the
shoreline – all symbolic evidence of human interference, a threat to native flora and fauna. I
challenge the audience to reflect on the coexistence of humans and native fauna in a fragile,
natural habitat. The multiple crab forms are assembled: safety and impact in numbers, battling
against humans for their existence and territory. Courageous or cooked? Protected by ‘high-vis’
orange ‘rubbish’, nature is on high alert.

Seth Gerke
Chinchilla State High School
Domination
Time-lapse photography produced into a video,
3:28 minutes
83 x 145 cm

Nature is the almighty. I cannot control its unpredictable power, I can only adapt to the control it
has over me. Yet, our world tries to replicate and reshape this irreplaceable environment. My
core focus is to explore my local landscapes in order to communicate my passion and
involvement in natural environments to my audience. My time-based media documents these
landscapes through exploiting my own time-lapse photography, film and sound compositions. All
120,000 photos capture the authority, aesthetic and immense scale of nature. I am able to
capture and represent the almighty language of the environment that mankind cannot create.

Yi Han
Queensland Academies Creative Industries
Campus
Asia-N Bowl
Four A5 collages and one A2 collage
comprised of digital and hand cut techniques
Framed with mount card
75 x 99 x 2 cm

The bowl-shape was inspired after seeing ‘Singaporean Fried Noodles’ on a ‘Chinese takeaway’
menu. I use its form to reference exoticism, a western cultural phenomenon where constructed
perspectives of the East are entrenched in conventions and belief systems of Western
civilisation. Its repetition signifies the commodification of cultures without truly understanding the
traditions behind them, which I sense living in Australia as a Chinese immigrant. A satirical
commentary on generalisations of Asian culture is conveyed through appropriated Asian pop
images such as those by Takashi Murakami and Hokusai, who reflect ‘old and new’ traditions of
hybrid exchanges between east and west.

Daniel Hurst
Toowoomba Christian College
(Highfields)
City of Sky
Oil on MDF board
85.5 x 176.5 x 5.5 cm

The focus for this piece is to express my personal interpretation of awe, wonder and freedom
through the manipulation of oil paint. Through my development, I was inspired by Ancient Greek
architecture and how artists such as Raphael Sanzio and Hubert Robert were able to capture
awe, wonder and freedom through vast structures, beautiful landscapes and social gatherings.
The island represents my perfect home, surrounded by beautiful open spaces. Scale has been
emphasised to help communicate awe, wonder and freedom through the expanse of space, size,
and detail of the buildings and statues.

Paloma Jacobsen
St Aidan's Anglican Girls School (Corinda)
Shelter
Two digital prints of student emerging from her
botanically-derived construction made from found
bushland detritus
120 x 90 x 3 cm
Shelter explores the potential functionality of nature's
detritus. Shelter is a universal need and often acts to
define people's socioeconomic status. I wanted to
give detritus a new significance and a 'new life' by
shaping and manipulating it into a protective, cocoonlike shelter. The primary purpose of shelter is to
create a safe and protective environment for life to
flourish within. I became the person in the cocoon
being sheltered, emerging with its completion. I
wanted to interrogate the idea of 'new growth' from
waste material. This work was inspired by the
structures of Wona Bae and Charlie Lawler.

Caitlin Kearney
Lourdes Hill College (Hawthorne)
Precipice
Oil on canvas
100 x 150 x 3 cm

I have depicted myself in my childhood bedroom – a place of safety and security – in the
transition between childhood and adulthood, which is a time that is challenging enough without a
monumental shift to the way in which the world operates. My artwork explores how swiftly an
imagined vision of the future can be shaken, how delicately the balance between hope and fear
exists. The way my expectations of what lies before me have been shifted irrevocably by the
changes of this year, at times, has me desperately clinging to the last comforts and certainties of
my childhood.

Elysse Kho
Queensland Academy for Science Mathematics and
Technology
Consolacion Felipe
2D relief, figurative artwork on clear acrylic with purchased
'fragile' packaging tape
74 x 52.5 x 1 cm

Consolacion Felipe was my great grandmother who passed away in 2019 at 93 years old.
Consolacion appears frail, but was the strongest person I knew. She survived the Japanese
invasion of the Philippines in World War 2. In poverty, she raised four abandoned children in
addition to two of her own. Created only from fragile tape, the work required precision to cut thin
lines and diminutive shapes, producing tones when layered and textures when folded. The red
and white palette create a graphic image referencing the colour of the Philippine Revolution flag.

Leilani Leon
St Hilda's School (Southport)
Age of Dispersion
Oil on canvas: two portraits
and 24 x small canvases
62.5 x 180 x 5 cm

Whitewashing denotes the disregarding of people; Imperialism inflicts grave political, cultural,
psychological and economic harms on the colonised, the casualties of avarice. This work
exposes acts of dominance: a reappraisal of white-centred historial narratives that excluded
people of colour, minority groups, and ‘otherness’. The gridded canvases are representative of
unique cultural textiles, the composition suggesting a quilt with aged and damaged segments.
The grid-like separations of the canvases also allude to longitude/latitude boundary maps of the
colonialists. Combined, these elements portray both the ethnic diversity that makes up the world,
and a reality seemingly still stuck in conversations of mid-century.

Maxine Lourie
Trinity Bay State High School
Surviving Time
Collaged photographs and mixed media on timber
124 x 83 x 7 cm
Surviving Time captures iconic architectural spaces that
contribute to the built history of Cairns. The surfaces and
shapes of these buildings become personifications, which
contribute to the rich character of the built environment
around us. I am intrigued by the structural elements of each
building, the patina of the walls and the stains upon the
walls that act like a skin protecting the building across the
years. I wanted to juxtapose these shapes and textures up
close to one another to create a dense form with new
volumes that combine to become a new unique form.

Ebony McAndrew
Miami State High School
Untitled
Acrylic paint, glitter, posca pen, pencil on canvas
124.5 x 94.5 x 4 cm
This work examines jovial childhood emotionality. The
ambient, abstract artwork delves into the ethereal and
cheerful, yet elusive emotion of which is immersed in
contented childhood memories. Through a cacophony of
vivacious colours – electric blues, scintillating yellows,
unabashed pinks, reds and oranges, and soulful greens
– a visceral sense of purity is implemented. Curiosity is
copious and ubiquitous, contributing to tangible shapes
and distortions of the painting.

Rachel McRae
The Gap State High School
My Normal
Nine graphite sketches on paper
109 x 133.5 x 0.10 cm
Sometimes I feel like my family life is caged within
a medical bubble. In this series of drawings pill
capsules provided an opportunity to metaphorically
represent my experience of feeling trapped inside
medical uncertainty. I’m fascinated by the
juxtaposition of perfection and sudden change in
life, and I explored this through the contrast of bold
words and soft pencil. My journey of creation and
personal struggle has brought me to appreciate
that everyone’s reality is their normal and
everyone’s normal looks different.

Berylia Nuraina
Mansfield State High School
Momentary
Tablecloth – acrylic on calico, crochet
75 x 57 x 2 cm

What better connects us than food? It is
a cultural signifier that serves to build
bridges between communities
worldwide, whilst also connecting us to
our own traditions. As societies become
increasingly global, it becomes difficult to define what truly ‘belongs’ to certain cultures. I sought
to convey this notion through an aerial view of multicultural food atop a future Pangea. These
continents are crocheted together into a tablecloth, denoting the ubiquitous exchange of stories
and knowledge often occurring at mealtimes. Hence, the work alerts the audience to the
transience of culture and the diversity observed in our modern global village.

Mia Odyssea-Bell
St Andrews Lutheran College
(Tallebudgera)
Elder
Two black and white photographs and a
piece of tapestry
400 x 130 x 1 cm

In the current climate, artists are
choosing to open up and talk about
deeply personal issues. These works are
confronting, yet beautiful, and have the
ability to transcend time. Elder is a body
of work that is centred around a personal
and cultural context communicating how
the adaptation of surrounding
environments shapes the development
of culture. The story drives the culture,
but we have lost the narrative. This body
of work is an attempt to share personal
struggles with identity and connection to
Indigenous culture. This photographic sequence is a way of allowing the audience an insight into
the struggles that many displaced people endure.

Sydney O'Hare
St Joseph's College (Brisbane)
ISO
Video, 6:03 minutes and installation
of ink drawings. Three A5 folding
books and three A6 books
160 x 160 x 19 cm

Art and literature are found in all cultures and are among the oldest forms of storytelling. My
work, ISO, uses words and drawings together to express the meanings of the work. The video
installation features 120 individual drawings, all involving text. The phrases and situations of the
people are based on my personal experiences and events at the time of drawing, such as the
Coronavirus quarantine. The three journey drawings exaggerate my experiences in the world like
a train trip, traffic jam or day at the beach, and bring the viewer along on the journey.

Laiveni Osikore
Townsville Grammar School (North Ward)
Mount Billy Mitchell
Digital image created with Procreate
91.5 x 67 x 2 cm

Having been born and raised in Papua New Guinea, the
physical environment that surrounds me is my inspiration. As
a contemporary indigenous man, I have used modern
technology to map my home’s traditional landscape.
Bougainville has a distinct environment: mountains,
volcanoes, craters, ocean and marine life – all motifs I have
included to convey the harsh, but beautiful landscape of my
island home.

Lara Madeline Rand
Mansfield State High School
The Tide's Lament
Installation – large-scale canvas painting,
manipulated into three-dimensional form,
presented on plinths in front of a wallmounted printed photograph
120 x 180 x 151 cm

Tidal movement is a continuous process that we have learnt to interpret throughout history. The
Tide's Lament explores tidal and aesthetic transformations in response to the ever-changing
Nudgee Beach landscape, which I invite my audience to consider via the immersive nature of my
work. The canvas, which references tidal movement over a day in April, is a metaphor for the
repetitiveness of human resource consumption. This is portrayed through the abstracted overlay
of collected visual records and is reinforced through the manipulation of the canvas into an
undulating three-dimensional form, further evoking a sense-of-place through the installation
within the landscape.

Matthew Schoutrop
St Joseph's College (Brisbane)
Guardian
Wearable suit with 3 x prints on matte
photographic paper on black masonite board
190 x 70 x 70 cm

Guardian is the keeper of the bridge that connects soul to body. Guardian is a wearable pod that
works to juxtapose the end points of life and death by placing symbols of each side by side. Life
wrapped in the husk of death. The live tissue of my own human condition is protected by dormant
life; seed pods waiting to flourish and live again. The shroud of Guardian allows me to recognise
enlightenment: clear vision, understanding and acceptance of a perpetual lifecycle that begins
with death and ends with life. Inside Guardian I am a sentinel.

Ashjayeen Sharif
Queensland Academy for Science
Mathematics and Technology
Re:forest
12 sections of partially burnt logs.
Each is threaded on a dowel rod.
Logs are arranged on drawn
charcoal shadows
27 x 195 x 60 cm

Re:forest looks at the aftermath of the 2020 summer Australian bushfires. Re:forest as a name
signifies both ‘regarding: forest’ and ‘reforestation’. With a minimalist construction, I arranged 12
small pieces of burnt native wood onto wooden dowel. Appearing like a gravity defying, dead
forest, I paid close attention to the angle of each log to resemble a destroyed picket fence — one
that has been burnt and kicked out. Re:forest is grounding reality. The material significance of
the burnt native wood and charcoal collected from bushfires embodies my connection to the
stolen land on which I create art.

Lelearna Shelley
St Columban's College (Caboolture)
Where are Our Warriors
Diptych, lino carving, photography, digital
print on photographic paper
142 x 128 x 2 cm

My prints tell the story of two mythological spirits that journeyed with the warriors across the
water. The Adaro (sea spirit) was an evil spirit who dwelled underwater and the Nguzu Nguzu
(sea god) rode the waves, protecting the warriors guaranteeing safe passage. With the
introduction of Christian beliefs, the practices of headhunting in the Solomon Islands ceased, and
these warriors no longer had a place in their own culture. The warriors were vital to these
creatures’ existence and without them, the Nguzu Nguzu and Adaro also disappeared. With our
warriors gone, who is left to fight for our culture?

Ruby Sinclair
Queensland Academies Creative Industries Campus
Fool’s Gold
Installation made up of found objects incorporating
abstracted and wearable jewellery, formally arranged
and hung on a sculptural ecosystem
180 x 140 x 80 cm
Fool’s Gold provides an insight into India as a
beautifully chaotic ecosystem, through my personal
understanding as a familiar outsider. My frequent
travels led me to experience the country as an
inescapable food chain illustrating a world of
contradictions: rich and poor, ugly and beautiful. I
have become deeply interested in the centrality of
adornment as a social marker, and what it means for
something or someone to be truly valuable. Creating
jewellery made from contrasting materials − some in
valuable silver and stones, others in rusted-metals
and shattered-glass − I reflect the intricate nature of
ornamentation and the hidden meaning of elegance.

Alexandra Spalding
St Aidan's Anglican Girls School (Corinda)
Entropy
Sculpture comprising hand-built elements
including house, fence and base
45 x 40 x 40 cm
The scientific phenomenon of "entropy" describes
the irreversible escalation of chaos in the
universe; the decay of order and surge of the
arbitrary. My work explores the volatile
relationship between man and nature and the
restorative tendencies of the human condition. A
house stands alone on an uprooted rocky
precipice − a previously passive suburban scene
upturned into dystopian chaos. Preserving such a
delicate home amidst the chaotic environment
places the viewer somewhere between instant
destruction and uncanny existence. This
coexistence of binaries is unsettling, man's thirst
for comprehension and knowledge override his
ability to feel at rest in the unknown.

Lahni Thorogood
Nambour State College
The Sign of Three
Film/performance art, 3:48 mintues
200 x 180 cm

“Who are you to be when 'me' is not 'me'?"
This film explores the concept of identity and the search for ‘self’ we all endure. Are we better off
not obsessing over who we are? The concept of the mask intrigued me because whether it be for
tribal, celebratory or religious purposes, it connects the wearer to something greater than
themselves.

Poppie Thorpe
St Andrew's Anglican College (Peregian Springs)
Isolated in Ambiguity
Augmented reality artwork, with an animation,
audio and printed digital illustration component.
75 x 113 x 5 cm

Isolated in Ambiguity explores the dichotomy of feeling anxious in a space that traditionally
provides serenity. The overwhelming and chaotic experience of anxiety is embodied in constant
movement and sound, causing sensations of disarray, loss of direction and a feeling of isolation
– from one’s self and others. Through multiple senses (sight, sound and touch) audiences gain
an understanding about the mental health challenges people face daily. The immersive
augmented reality experience creates an effective visualisation of the manifestations of anxiety,
while creating a sense of disconnection from reality.

Monique van Ingen
Queensland Academies Creative
Industries Campus
Absent Souvenirs
Multi-component series of 10
sculptures with video projection
above
74 x 120 x 10 cm

Absent Souvenirs explores the deformation of memory over time, with human efforts of
preserving truth being a superficial and false comfort. The repetition of the varying interwoven
structures represents collective memory while referencing the practice of acquiring and
displaying small artificial and inanimate objects as souvenirs. By veiling the typically bright
colours and imagery of souvenirs, remembrance is taken away in place of ambiguity and
mystery. The absence of an accurate memory is suggested as the elastic and swiftly expanding
and shrinking forms show an intermittent change in recollection.

Alisha Vo
Centenary State High School
My Character Development
A series of four black ink drawings on
watercolour paper
78 x 101 x 2 cm

My Character Development explores what impacts me: advancements, culture, relationships and
passion. I use art to portray stories. Character development is a story terminology: a process of
giving characters depth and personality. The monochrome palette references Japanese manga,
a form of visual-storytelling that inspires me. Details draw focus, forcing people to contemplate a
story behind the assemblage of images. Line-weight suggests depth, encouraging illusions of
animated worlds. Diverse lines creates forms – malleableness to people, structure to buildings.
Non-solid objects defy gravity, forming movement. Consistency links the artworks into a complete
story of My Character Development.

Vanessa Vu
Corinda State High School
The Growth
Assemblage of textile artworks in petri
dishes, watercolour monoprints and a
digital image
100 x 130 x 1 cm

Australian colonial history began with the invasion of indigenous land, triggering a disastrous
domino effect on Aboriginal culture and their environment. The notion of introduced diseases and
animals affecting the indigenous population is depicted through the visual metaphor of mould.
Their invasive impact is represented in my assemblage through its progressive growth in petri
dishes. Colour and texture compel the audience to look closer, questioning the mould’s
composition. Australia’s uncomfortable past is reflected through the realistic and repulsive
growths, whilst also providing an intriguing perspective on Oxley Creek’s history.
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